
Monday 18th January - We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend them as you see 
fit.

Learning intentions: I am 
learning to access my reading 
book through Oxford Owl.
I am learning to form cursive 
letters correctly. I am learning 
to read and write words with 
the magic e rule.

Success criteria:
I can access Oxford Owl
I can form my letters correctly 
on the lines. I can read and 
write words with the magic e 
rule.

Literacy: Teams Reading Task – Open the Monday assignment and follow the link to an Oxford Owl e-book.

Handwriting – Practise your cursive handwriting patterns in rainbow writing. Start by picking a colour and writing a 
pattern. Then pick another colour and go over the same pattern. You can repeat the process until you have achieved a 
rainbow effect. Click on the link if you would like to do a handwriting warm up (with a pencil) and the patterns with us.
https://vimeo.com/501497772/3511b25233

Spelling- We are going to continue looking at words with the magic e sound. Revise the magic e rule by watching this 
video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vcLadvQlVVI
Follow up – To revise last week's rule of magic e with 'a', you could play 4-In-A-Row for magic e with a with a 
partner. There is a 4-in-A-Row grid on the next slide which you could copy out on paper to avoid printing. You could use 
different coloured counters (cut up pieces of paper would do) or different coloured pens.

Maths: Warm up (Recommended 10 mins) - Practise your counting backwards by watching this 
clip. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-iwgJmW1uvg&list=PLdRFm4uApwh3QLgeC76m2Iyfk05ig-rAU

Maths Game- Numeral Sequences Forwards and Backwards
You will need some number cards (they can be homemade) or a piece of paper to write numbers on.
Medium-numbers ranging from 1-30 Hot- Numbers ranging from 1-60 Spicy- numbers ranging from 1-100 or beyond.
Instructions: Place out two number cards e.g.. 9 and 19 or ask someone to write 2 numbers on a piece of paper. Can you count 
backwards and forwards from the different numbers? Ask someone to give you a number. Can you say the number that comes 
before or after it? Ask someone to give you a number. Can you work out the two numbers that come before and the two 
numbers that come after that number?
Note: We have added some helpful tip for counting backwards and take away on the extra slide.
Follow up – Practice your taking away skills on the game https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/mental-maths-train

Across the curriculum: P.E - Yoga

Go on an Arctic adventure with Joybob the Polar Bear cosmic yoga!
You can click on the link to watch the video and follow the instructions.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DP9jd1Ug2y4

Learning intentions:
I am learning to add and 
subtract numbers by 

counting forwards and 
backwards.

Success criteria:
I can count backwards and 
forwards starting at different 
points. I can answer take away 
questions.

Success criteria:
I can follow instructions.
I can copy the yoga poses.

Learning intentions: I 
am learning to follow 
instructions from the video 
and move my body correctly.

https://vimeo.com/501497772/3511b25233
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vcLadvQlVVI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-iwgJmW1uvg&list=PLdRFm4uApwh3QLgeC76m2Iyfk05ig-rAU
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/mental-maths-train
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DP9jd1Ug2y4


Instructions for 4-In-A-Row

1. The goal of the game is to connect four of 
your counters in a line.
2. Players take turns to choose a word to read. 
The player then puts down their colour of 
counter over that word.
3. When one player achieves a four of their 
counters in a row (diagonal, straight up or 
down), that player wins the game.
4. Happy playing!



Helpful tips for counting backwards as a strategy for take away.

Strategy two- When the children are ready to move on from taking away with concrete material then a number line can be a 
great visual tool to help them subtract (and add). It helps them track the numbers when counting backwards (and forwards).

To solve the sum 20 – 4 = take the first number in the sum and put your finger or mark this point (20) on the number line. Then
take away the second number by counting the number or drawing the number of jumps backwards, in this case 4. The last jump 
will take you to the answer, which is 16.

Strategy three- Counting back using fingers or nods. When the children are confident using number lines, they are ready to 
learn a counting back technique demonstrated in this short clip by Mrs Bowes. https://vimeo.com/422159504/b94ba16933

Strategy one- Some children find it hard to visulise the numbers in their heads so at school we would give them counters or an 
alternative to use. We call this concrete material.
For example, 20-4 would look like this:

First, lay out 20 counters.
Then, move 4 away (take 
away).

Count how 
many are 
left. This is 
the answer.

https://vimeo.com/422159504/b94ba16933

